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Abstract
The fine-grained task of automatically detecting all sentiment expressions within a given document and the aspects to which they refer
is known as aspect-based sentiment analysis. In this paper we present the first full aspect-based sentiment analysis pipeline for Dutch
and apply it to customer reviews. To this purpose, we collected reviews from two different domains, i.e. restaurant and smartphone
reviews. Both corpora have been manually annotated using newly developed guidelines that comply to standard practices in the field.
For our experimental pipeline we perceive aspect-based sentiment analysis as a task consisting of three main subtasks which have to be
tackled incrementally: aspect term extraction, aspect category classification and polarity classification. First experiments on our Dutch
restaurant corpus reveal that this is indeed a feasible approach that yields promising results.
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1. Introduction
In today’s information society, it cannot be ignored that
large parts of our lives are spent and shared online. The
arrival of Web 2.0 sites allowed site visitors to add content,
called user-generated content (Moens et al., 2014). Typical
for user-generated content is that it contains a lot of sub-
jective material. As the amount of online information has
grown exponentially, so has the interest in new text mining
techniques to handle and analyze this growing amount of
subjective text.
One of the main research topics is sentiment analysis, also
known as opinion mining. The objective of sentiment anal-
ysis is the extraction of subjective information from text,
rather than factual information. Originally, it focused on
the task of automatically classifying an entire document as
positive, negative or neutral (Liu, 2012). More recently, the
focus has shifted from coarse-grained to fine grained sen-
timent analysis, where sentiment has to be assigned at the
clause level (Wilson et al., 2009).
Often, users are not only interested in people’s general sen-
timents about a certain product, but also in their opinions
about specific features, i.e. parts or attributes of that prod-
uct. The task of automatically detecting all sentiment ex-
pressions within a given document and the concepts and
aspects (or features) to which they refer is known as aspect-
based or feature-based sentiment analysis, i.e. ABSA (Pon-
tiki et al., 2014). Such systems do not only try to distinguish
the positive from the negative utterances, but also strive to
detect the target of the opinion, which comes down to a very
fine-grained sentiment analysis task.
In this paper we present two Dutch domain-specific cor-
pora annotated for ABSA and the first pipeline for auto-
matically performing this task on Dutch customer reviews.
In Section 2 we describe which two corpora were collected,
one comprising restaurant reviews and another comprising
smartphone reviews, and how these have been manually an-
notated using newly developed guidelines that comply to

standard practices in the field. In Section 3 we present our
pipeline which consists of three incremental steps: aspect
term extraction, aspect category classification and aspect
polarity classification. For each step we report results of
first experiments that were performed on our restaurants
dataset. Section 4 concludes this paper and offers prospects
for future work.

2. Dutch ABSA corpora
Aspect-based sentiment analysis has proven important
for mining and summarizing opinions from online re-
views (Gamon et al., 2005; Titov and McDonald, 2008;
Pontiki et al., 2014). Several benchmark datasets have been
made publicly available, such as the product reviews dataset
of Hu and Liu (2004) or the restaurant reviews dataset
of Ganu et al. (2009). More recently, parts of these two
datasets were extracted and re-annotated for two SemEval
shared tasks on aspect-based sentiment analysis (Pontiki et
al., 2014; Pontiki et al., 2015). For Dutch, to our knowl-
edge, no such benchmark datasets exist.

2.1. Data collection
We created two domain-specific corpora: one compris-
ing restaurant (REST) and another comprising smartphone
reviews (SMART). We are pleased to inform that both
datasets have been made available for research purposes in
the framework of SemEval 2016 task 5, the focus of which
is multilingual ABSA (Pontiki et al., 2016).
All reviews were crawled from online user platforms. For
the restaurant reviews we relied on TripAdvisor1 and for
the smartphone reviews on the online store Bol.com2. On
both platforms reviews can only be submitted after having
created a personal user profile, but every review is publicly
available. In total, 670 reviews were crawled: 400 restau-
rant reviews and 270 smartphone reviews.

1www.tripadvisor.nl
2www.bol.com
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MAIN ATTRIBUTES
REST Ambience, Drinks, Food, Location, Restaurant, General, Prices, Style & Options, Quality,

Service Miscellaneous
SMART Battery, Company, CPU, Devices, Display, Hard Connectivity, Design & Features, General,

Disc, Hardware, Keyboard, Memory, OS, Ports, Operation &Performance, Miscellaneous, Price,
Power supply, Shipping, Smartphone, Software, Quality, Usability

Support

Table 1: Main aspect categories and attributes within each domain.

2.2. Annotations
In order to create a gold-standard suitable for aspect-based
sentiment analysis, annotation guidelines had to be devel-
oped. In order to ensure consistency in the field, we relied
on the SemEval 2014 guidelines for the restaurant reviews
corpus. The smartphone reviews were annotated in close
collaboration with the SemEval 2016 shared task organiz-
ers. Consequently, the Dutch guidelines form an integral
part of the ABSA 2016 guidelines3.
The guidelines allow to distinguish the different aspects re-
lated to a restaurant visit or the purchase of a smartphone,
viz. the opinions expressed towards specific entities (e.g.
pizza margarita, gin tonic, iPhone6) and/or their attributes
(e.g. quality, price, design) and the polarity expressed to-
wards each of these aspects.
To be more precise, every review was first split into sen-
tences and a sentence was only further annotated with as-
pect terms, categories and polarity when subjective. If we
consider the following examples:

(1) Dit is het vuilste, slechtste restaurant ooit!
EN: This is the dirtiest, worst restaurant ever!

(2) Gaan eten bij Mama Mia deze namiddag.
EN: Went to lunch at Mama Mia this afternoon.

In the first example sentiment is definitely expressed
whereas the second sentence is clearly just a factual sen-
tence, which means that only Example 1 would receive fur-
ther annotations.
The annotation process itself consists of three incremental
steps. First, all targets, also known as aspect expressions,
are indicated. The target is the word or the words refer-
ring to a specific entity or aspect (typically nouns, named
entities or multi word expressions such as restaurant, La
Cucina, battery life, display, ...). Important to note is that
only explicit aspect expressions are indicated as targets.
Implicit referrals or when a pronoun is used to refer to a tar-
get can also evoke an aspect, and are annotated as ‘NULL’
targets.
Once all explicit and implicit aspect terms have been in-
dicated, they are assigned to predefined clusters or aspect
categories. These categories each time consist of a main
category (e.g. Food, Ambience, Service, Battery, Hard-
ware, Phone,...) together with a more specific attribute (e.g.
Quality, Price). In both domains different main categories
and attributes are defined, see Table 1 for an overview. For a

3Guidelines available at http://goo.gl/wOf1dX

more detailed description and an overview of which main–
attribute combinations are possible we refer to the previ-
ously mentioned guidelines.
In the third and final step of the annotation process, the po-
larity of the sentiment expressed towards every annotated
aspect expression/category is indicated. Three main polar-
ities are distinguished: positive, neutral and negative. The
neutral label applies to mildly positive or negative senti-
ment or when two opposing sentiments towards one feature
expression occur within one sentence.
Annotations were performed using BRAT4, the brat rapid
annotation tool (Stenetorp et al., 2012). It takes UTF8-
encoded text files as input, and stores the annotations in
a proprietary standoff format. An example is presented be-
low: in the first step of the annotation process the aspect ex-
pression wachttijd has been indicated, next it was assigned
to the category Service–General, and finally the polarity of
the sentiment expressed towards this aspect has been la-
beled as negative.

Figure 1: ABSA annotation using BRAT.
EN: Long waiting time.

2.3. Annotation Statistics
All 670 reviews have been manually annotated by a trained
linguist. These annotations were verified by another lin-
guist and disagreement was resolved through mutual con-
sent. Our participation as Dutch data providers in the Se-
mEval2016 ABSA task allowed for all data to be checked
on inconsistencies one final time (Pontiki et al., 2016).
Data statistics for both corpora are presented in Table 2 and
in the next sections we will have a closer look at the actual
annotations.

Domain # revs # sents # toks
REST 400 2297 28289
SMART 270 1697 23444

Table 2: Data statistics of the two domain-specific corpora.

2.3.1. Restaurant domain
Out of the 2297 sentences, 76% (n = 1767) were consid-
ered as subjective, whereas 24% (n = 530) as not opinion-
ated at all. The opinionated sentences were further anno-

4Available at http://brat.nlplab/org
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tated. In total, 2445 aspect expressions were annotated,
ranging from sentences including one to twelve individual
expressions. If we consider the six main aspect categories
of the restaurants domain, we notice that three are men-
tioned more often, i.e. Food, Restaurant and Service, as
visualized in Figure 2.

Ambience

Drinks

Food

Location

Restaurant

Service

Figure 2: Main category distribution in the REST corpus.

When we investigate the distribution of the opinions ex-
pressed towards each of the main features, as visualized in
Figure 3, we clearly notice that in our corpus there are over-
all more positive opinions. Especially when people refer to
more general aspects such as the Ambience (70% positive)
in a restaurant or the Location (71% positive), people tend
to make positive remarks in our corpus. Only for the as-
pect category Service do we observe a different tendency in
that slightly more negative (49%) than positive (45%) sen-
timents are expressed.

Ambience Drinks Food Location Restaurant Service

Figure 3: Heat barplots visualizing the amount of posi-
tive (green), neutral (blue) and negative (red) opinions ex-
pressed within each main REST category.

2.3.2. Smartphone domain
Out of the 1697 sentences, 75.5% (n = 1281) were consid-
ered as subjective, whereas 24.5% (n = 416) as not opin-
ionated at all. Which is in line with the REST corpus. In
total, 1281 targets were annotated, ranging from sentences
including one to seven individual targets.
In the SMART domain no less than sixteen main aspect cat-
egories could be indicated. If we look at the main category
distribution, however, we notice that six categories are re-

ferred to most often, i.e. Battery, Display, Multimedia de-
vices, OS, Phone and Software. With an absolute maximum
of 989 references to the main category Phone, i.e. 77% of
all annotated targets. This is visualized in Figure 4. In this
pie chart the category Other comprises the ten other main
smartphone categories, which are much more specific and,
as a consequence, also more sparse in our corpus.

Phone

Multimedia

Display Battery

OS

Software

Other

Figure 4: Main category distribution in the SMART corpus.

When we investigate the distribution of the opinions ex-
pressed towards each of the main categories, as visualized
in Figure 5, we clearly notice that in this dataset most of the
time positive sentiments are expressed by the users. Over-
all, there are a lot more positive utterances in the SMART
corpus.

Battery Display Multimedia OS Phone Software

Figure 5: Heat barplots visualizing the amount of posi-
tive (green), neutral (blue) and negative (red) opinions ex-
pressed within the most frequent main SMART categories.

Especially when people refer to more general aspects such
as the Phone itself or design features (Display), they ex-
press very positive thoughts, respectively 87% and 83% of
positive utterances. When it comes to describing more spe-
cific features such as the OS or Software slightly more neg-
ative sentiments are expressed, i.e. 22% in both cases.
Intuitively, the difference in sentiment between both do-
mains could be explained by the amount of premeditation
preceding both actions. Choosing a restaurant is probably
a much more spontaneous decision than buying a new (and
often expensive) smartphone.
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3.1 ASPECT TERM EXTRACTION 

3.2 ASPECT CLASSIFICATION 

3.3 POLARITY CLASSIFICATION 

Term Extraction with TExSIS 
 
 
 

Lexical 
•   Bag-of-words 
 
 
 

Semantic 
•  Lexical-semantic 
    > Cornetto 
    > DBpedia 
•  Semantic roles 

Features for category classification 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Subjectivity 
filtering 

Features for polarity classification 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lexical 
•  Token and character n-grams 
•  Sentiment lexicons 
•  Word-shape 

Review 
Onbeschofte ober, maar 
overheerlijke gebakjes! 

sentence1: ober, gebakjes 

Subjectivity Heuristic sentence1: subjective 

ober     featvect  CAT  
gebakjes  featvect  CAT 

ober     featvect  POL 
gebakjes  featvect  POL 

Review 
Onbeschofte [ober], maar 
overheerlijke [gebakjes]! 

 
SERVICE_general = negative 
FOOD_quality = positive 

Semantic  
filtering 

Figure 6: Architecture of our Dutch ABSA pipeline illustrated with an example.
EN: Rude waiter, but mouthwatering pastries!

3. ABSA pipeline
Following Pavlopoulos and Androutsopoulos (2014) and
the SemEval ABSA subtask classification (Pontiki et al.,
2014; Pontiki et al., 2015), we discern three individual
subtasks when it comes to performing aspect-based senti-
ment analysis automatically: aspect term extraction (Sec-
tion 3.1), aspect term aggregation (Section 3.2) and aspect
term polarity estimation (Section 3.3). Following similar
experiments we performed on English data (De Clercq et
al., 2015), we present a pipeline for Dutch which tackles
these three subtasks incrementally.
Figure 6 visualizes the architecture that was developed in
order to perform the task of aspect-based sentiment analy-
sis. In this section we describe the pipeline in closer detail
and report results on first experiments that were performed
on the REST corpus. To this purpose, the corpus was split
in a development set comprising 300 reviews and a held-out
test set comprising 100 reviews, data statistics are presented
in Table 3 below.

Datasets # revs # sents # toks
Development 300 1722 24894
Held-out 100 575 7652

Table 3: Experimental datasets statistics.

3.1. Aspect Term Extraction
The first part of an ABSA system requires that candidate
terms are automatically extracted, these terms are typically
nouns, noun phrases or multiword expressions and they
should be related to the restaurants domain. Moreover,
terms can only be extracted when they are part of a subjec-
tive statement. In order to determine this subjectivity, we
performed a lexicon (Jijkoun and Hofmann, 2009) lookup
on both the surface forms and lemmas. To this purpose,

all reviews were first linguistically preprocessed using the
LeTs Preprocess toolkit (Van de Kauter et al., 2013). Based
on the resulting tokens and lemmas the lookup was per-
formed. We only proceeded to the next steps when subjec-
tivity was found.

3.1.1. Information sources
To extract candidate terms, we applied the hybrid ter-
minology extraction system TExSIS (Macken et al.,
2013). Whereas TExSIS was developed as a generic
terminology-extraction system, we used a reduced ver-
sion focussing mainly on the linguistic noun phrase extrac-
tion (see De Clercq et al. (2015) for similar experiments
on English). In an additional step, we applied domain-
specific heuristics for subjectivity and semantic filtering.
For the former, we relied on the same subjectivity lexicon
as mentioned above, and for the latter we relied on Cor-
netto (Vossen et al., 2013) and DBpedia (Lehmann et al.,
2013). Let us consider the following example:

(3) Na een goede aperitief bestelde ons mama een pizza
margherita, die was heerlijk!
EN: After a good appetizer our mother ordered a pizza
margherita, which was divine!

In this sentence the TExSIS system will indicate good
appetizer, our mother and pizza margherita as candidate
terms. After subjectivity filtering, the positive word good
will be stripped, leaving the term appetizer. The seman-
tic filtering using Cornetto and DBpedia will lead to the
conclusion that pizza margherita has more semantic links
with the restaurant domain than the term our mother, which
means that in the end only appetizer and pizza margherita
will and should be extracted as aspect terms by our system.
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3.1.2. Experiments and results
We evaluated the performance of the aspect term extraction
by comparing the TExSIS system as such (TExSIS) with a
system where subjectivity filtering was also included (TEx-
SIS + subj) and a system where both subjectivity and se-
mantic filtering were included (TExSIS + subj + sem). In
order to perform these experiments, the development set of
300 reviews was split in a 250 document train set (devtrain)
and a 50 document test set (devtest). To evaluate we calcu-
lated precision, recall and F-1. Finally, the best setting was
tested on the held-out test set.

Precision Recall F-1
TExSIS 24.78 39.61 30.48

TExSIS + subj 29.15 66.18 40.47
TExSIS + subj + sem 37.85 59.42 46.24

Held-out 35.87 58.18 44.38

Table 4: Results of the ATE experiments.

The results in Table 4 show that the subjectivity filtering
improves especially the recall, whereas the semantic filter-
ing is better for precision. The best overall F-1 is achieved
with both filters (TExSIS + subj + sem). This setting was
thus used to test on the held-out data. The results on this
held-out test set are lower. Represented in absolute num-
bers, our held-out test set contains 373 explicit aspect term
expressions, of which 217 were found by our system, lead-
ing to the recall of 58.18%. In total, however, our system
predicted 605 explicit target mentions, leading to a moder-
ate precision of 35.87%.
These results underline the difficulty of this first step, ex-
tracting the correct aspect terms is a challenging task and
it would definitely benefit from additional optimization ex-
periments. That is why for the next two subtasks, we de-
cided to rely on gold-standard aspect terms, allowing us to
focus more on optimizing the following two classification
tasks (Section 3.2 and 3.3).

3.2. Aspect Category Classification
The second step in an ABSA system consists in classifying
the list of possible candidate terms into broader aspect cat-
egories. For the restaurants domain, this comes down to a
fine-grained multiclass classification task. If we look back
at Table 1, we see that there exist six main categories and
five attributes. With our system we aim to classify these
in one go, which corresponds to classifying 13 different la-
bels.5

3.2.1. Information sources
Such a fine-grained classification task requires a system
that is able to grasp subtle differences between the vari-
ous categories (e.g. Food–General versus Food–Prices ver-
sus Food–Quality versus Food–Style&Options). To create
such a system we first of all extracted typical lexical bag-
of-words features based on the sentence in which an aspect
term occurs.

5For the exact combinations of all main–attribute combina-
tions we refer to the guidelines.

An analysis of the top-performing system of the Se-
mEval2015 Task 12, however, revealed that besides lexi-
cal features, features in the form of clusters derived from a
large reference corpus of restaurant reviews and thus cap-
turing semantic information, are very useful (Toh and Su,
2015). For Dutch, we did not have such a large reference
corpus available, but we did derive other semantic features.
Based on the two semantic information sources that we
also used for the semantic filtering of our TExSIS sys-
tem, i.e. Cornetto and DBpedia, we derived various lexical-
semantic features. To be more precise, for Cornetto this
translated to six features, each representing a value indi-
cating the number of (unique) terms annotated as aspect
terms from that category that (1) co-occur in the synset of
the candidate term or (2) which are a hyponym/hypernym
of a candidate term in the synset. For DBpedia, this trans-
lated to eighteen unique DBpedia categories that were in-
cluded as binary features, each of which could be used
to generalize to the restaurant domain (e.g. DB food,
DB gastronomy,...).
We also introduced a novel type of semantic information to
our system, namely semantic role features. We hypothe-
sized that additional information about agents and entities’
semantic roles could provide semantic evidence with regard
to the more fine-grained labels. In this respect, the predi-
cates evoking certain roles, for example, should constitute
an added value on top of the bag-of-words features when it
comes to discerning the different attributes (e.g. The food
tasted good vs The food just cost too much). To this pur-
pose every review was processed with SSRL (De Clercq
et al., 2012). For the semantic role feature construction,
we retrieved the position of every aspect term and derived
whether it evokes a semantic role or not. This information
was stored in 19 binary features, each representing a possi-
ble semantic role label. The predicate token itself was also
included as a separate feature.

3.2.2. Experiments and results
Again, we evaluated the performance of our aspect category
classification by comparing different runs of our system
and gradually adding more feature information: first bag-
of-words (bow) alone were used, then the lexical-semantic
(lexsem) features were added, and finally also the novel
semantic role features (srl). Again the development set
was used for testing which setting yielded the best result
(by each time performing ten-fold cross validation experi-
ments), and this best setting was then tested on the held-out
test set. For all experiments we used LibSVM6 as our clas-
sifier.
Important to note is that we performed two different rounds
of experiments. In Round 1 the added value of adding
more features was empirically verified by gradually adding
more features to our system. In Round 2, however, we also
wanted to take into account the different interplays between
features and investigate whether changing LibSVM’s hy-
perparameters might also influence the performance. To
this purpose we applied genetic algorithms (Desmet et
al., 2013) to jointly search the hyperparameter and feature
space (Joint optimization). For the features we looked once

6Available at http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/cjlin/libsvm
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at the level of feature groups (feat groups) and once at the
individual features (indfeats). For our baseline, consisting
solely of the bag-of-words features, only hyperparameter
optimization was performed in Round 2. For all experi-
ments, we report classification accuracy.

Round 1 Round 2
bow 53.28 54.69

Joint optimization
featgroups indfeats

bow + lexsem 60.72 62.94 63.16
bow + srl 54.80 56.16 56.70

bow + lexsem + srl 60.01 62.89 63.27
Held-out 66.42

Table 5: Results of the aspect category classification exper-
iments.

As shown in Table 5, both semantic information sources
improve the performance when compared to the bag-of-
words baseline. Whereas the semantic role features allow
for a mild improvement of 1.47 points in the Round 1 exper-
iments, the lexical-semantic Cornetto and DBpedia features
allow for an improvement of 7 points.
In the Round 2 experiments, we go from a best score
of 60.72 using the default settings and only the lexical-
semantic features to one of 63.27 where both the hyper-
parameters and all semantic features have been optimized
individually. The best overall results are achieved with
the individual feature selection experiments. In this best
setup, both lexical-semantic and semantic role features are
included, resulting in an accuracy of 63.27. Contrasted with
the other results, however, we can conclude that the added
value of including lexical-semantic features is more out-
spoken. In a final step, the optimal setting was used to re-
train the classifier on the development set and test it on the
held-out test set, which leads to an accuracy of 66.42%, a
promising result.

3.3. Polarity Classification
This brings us to the final step of our ABSA pipeline. Given
a list of possible candidate terms and given that these were
classified into one of the aspect categories, the final step
consists in classifying the polarity expressed towards these
aspects into one of the three possible polarity labels (posi-
tive, negative or neutral). We developed a first prototype of
such a classifier for English in the framework of SemEval
2014 Task 9 (Van Hee et al., 2014) and it has also proven ef-
fective for this third subtask in an ABSA setting (De Clercq
et al., 2015). We adapted the system to deal with Dutch text
for the research presented here.

3.3.1. Information sources
We performed the three-way classification task by relying
solely on the following lexical features:

Token and character n-gram features: binary values for
each token unigram, trigram and bigram, as well as charac-
ter n-gram features for each character trigram and fourgram
in the training data.

Sentiment Lexicon features: the number of positive, neg-
ative and neutral words extracted from the Dutch Duo-
man (Jijkoun and Hofmann, 2009), and Pattern lexi-
cons (De Smedt and Daelemans, 2012), all averaged over
sentence length, as well as the sum of the polarity scores of
all detected sentiment words.
Word-shape: numeric and binary features capturing the
characteristics of a review sentence, such as features which
indicate character or punctuation flooding in a review as
this might hint at intense sentiment, e.g. ‘coooooool
!!!!!’. We furthermore check whether the last token con-
tains punctuation and count how many capitalized tokens
are present within one sentence.

3.3.2. Experiments and results
For the experiments presented here, we again first opti-
mized on the development data, after which this optimal
setting was tested on the held-out test data. We performed
ten-fold cross validation experiments on the development
data using LibSVM and evaluated by calculating accuracy.
In order to derive the optimal settings, we compared a set-
ting with all features and the default LibSVM settings using
a linear kernel (Default) to a setting where both the param-
eters and features were jointly optimized using genetic al-
gorithms (Joint optimization).

Default Joint optimization
All features 76.40 79.06

Held-out 81.23

Table 6: Results of the polarity classification experiments.

From the results of Table 6, we observe that our system us-
ing only lexical features benefits from this joint optimiza-
tion and goes from an accuracy of 76.40 to one of 79.06.
For the experiments on our held-out test data, we achieve a
top accuracy of 81.23.

4. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented two Dutch domain-specific cor-
pora annotated for the task of aspect-based sentiment anal-
ysis and the first pipeline for automatically performing this
task on Dutch customer reviews. We first described how
two domain-specific corpora have been collected, one com-
prising restaurant reviews and another comprising smart-
phone reviews, and how these have been manually anno-
tated using newly developed guidelines that comply to stan-
dard practices in the field. We explained how both cor-
pora differ in that different aspect categories have to be
assigned. Moreover, the annotation statistics revealed that
even though the sentiment expressed in both corpora is
mostly positive, the proportion of positive aspects is much
higher in the smartphone corpus. A possible explanation
for this might be that purchasing a new smartphone is a
much more informed decision than choosing a restaurant to
have lunch or dinner.
In the second part of this paper, we explained in close detail
the three different steps of our proposed ABSA pipeline:
aspect term extraction, aspect category classification and
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polarity classification. For the first step we applied a ba-
sic terminology extraction system and added two types of
filtering: subjectivity filtering and semantic filtering. We
revealed that although this filtering already helps to im-
prove the performance. It remains a challenging task. On
our held-out test set we achieve a moderate performance.
We believe that further optimizing our terminology extrac-
tion system and adding other filtering techniques to better
recognize domain-specific terms are interesting avenues for
future work.
For the second step of aspect category classification, we
incorporated two additional semantic information sources
into our classifier, i.e. lexical-semantic information and se-
mantic role information. We showed that performing op-
timization experiments using genetic algorithms in which
our classifier’s hyperparameters and the individual seman-
tic features are jointly optimized leads to the best results.
At the same time we noticed that especially the lexical-
semantic features contributed to this added performance.
On our held-out test set we achieved a promising accuracy
of 66.61.
For the final step, polarity classification, we revealed that
relying on a classifier using lexical features alone leads to
good results, including a top accuracy of 81.23 on our held-
out test set.
We are fully aware that relying on gold-standard aspect
terms for performing both the aspect category and polar-
ity classification tasks is an artificial setting. That is why
for our future work we aim to improve the first step of as-
pect term extraction. This should enable us to evaluate the
fully-automatic ABSA pipeline in one go without worrying
about disproportionate error percolation. Other future work
includes retraining and testing our pipeline on the smart-
phone corpus and comparing cross-domain performance.
Also performing the ABSA task on multiple languages is
something we would like to further explore in future work.
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